Abstract. In this paper, we discuss approximating the eigenvalue problem of biharmonic equation. We first present an equivalent mixed formulation which admits amiable nested discretization.
Introduction
The eigenvalue problem of the biharmonic equation (biharmonic eigenvalue problem) is one of the fundamental model problems in linear elasticity, and can find applications in, e.g., modelling the vibration of thin plates. There has been a long history on developing the finite element methods of the biharmonic eigenvalue problem, and many schemes have been proposed for discretization [9, 11, 25, 36] , computation of guaranteed upper and lower bounds [10, 22, 23, 43] , and adaptive method and its convergence analysis [17] . This paper is devoted to studying the multilevel efficient method of the biharmonic eigenvalue problem. Specifically, we present a discretization scheme which preserves the nested essence on nested grids, and then construct a multi-level algorithm based on the scheme. The cost of the multi-level algorithm versus the intrinsic accuracy of the scheme is asymptotically optimal.
As well known, the multi-level algorithm based on nested essence has been a key tool in computational mathematics and scientific computing fields. For the eigenvalue problem, many multilevel algorithms have been designed and implemented. For example, there are several successful methods for the Poisson eigenvalue problem. The two-grid method has been proposed and analyzed by Xu-Zhou in [38] . The idea of the two-grid method is related to the ideas in [23, 24] for nonsymmetric or indefinite problems and nonlinear elliptic equations. Since then, many numerical 1 methods for solving eigenvalue problems based on the idea of the two-grid method are developed (see, e.g., [5, 12, 14, 28, 34, 42] ). A type of multi-level correction scheme is presented by LinXie [33] and Xie [40] . The method is a type of operator iterative method (see, e.g, [31, 38, 44] ). Besides, Xie [39] presents a multi-level correction scheme, and the guaranteed lower bounds of the eigenvalues can be obtained. The correction method for eigenvalue problems in these papers are based on a series of finite element spaces with different approximation properties related to the multi-level method (cf. [37] ). With the proposed methods, the eigenvalue problem is transformed to an eigenvalue problem on the coarsest grid and a series of source problem on the fine grids. The scheme can be proved asymptotically optimal. The same strategy can be implemented on the Stokes equation, and similar asymptotic optimality is constructed [32] . These works mentioned above have indeed presented a framework of designing multi-level schemes which works well for the elliptic eigenvalue problem and stable saddle point problem, provided a series of subproblems with intrinsic nestedness.
In contrast to the second order problem, the multi-level method for the biharmonic eigenvalue problem has seldom been discussed, due to the lack of nested subproblems. Indeed, when we consider the primal formulation of the biharmonic problem, the high stiffness of the Sobolev space H 2 makes it difficult to construct nested discretizations. Besides spline-type elements, the rectangular BFS element [8] is the only element which can form nested finite element spaces on nested grids; a multi-level algorithm has been designed based on BFS element for fourth order problems on rectangular grids [24] . Moreover, elements that are able to form nested spaces are proved to be conforming ones; therefore, people can not obtain guaranteed lower bounds of eigenvalues with these elements. One way for this situation is to loose the stiffness of the finite element spaces. Mixed element method is then frequently used, and several schemes for the biharmonic eigenvalue problem with polynomials of low degree have been designed [1, 19] . Also, some discretization schemes of mixed type for boundary value problems can be naturally utilized for the eigenvalue problem; we refer readers to [6] for related discussion. However, we have to remark that the orderreduced nestedness discretizations is still not straightforward. For example, the Ciarlet-Raviart formulation [13] admits us to discretize the biharmonic operator with piecewise continuous linear polynomials. However, as this formulation is stable on the space pair H 1 0 (Ω) × H −1 (∆, Ω) [4] , the inheritance of the topology onto the finite element space is an issue, and the finite element spaces on nested grids are not topologically nested. The same problem is encountered for some other mixed formulations which introduce direct auxiliary variables, such as [15, 20, 21, 26, 29] . More discussion can be found in [30] . These may explain why few multi-level scheme is discussed for the biharmonic eigenvalue problem.
In this paper, we seek to implement multi-level strategy by constructing amiable nested finite element discretization for the biharmonic eigenvalue problem. We first introduce a mixed formulation whose corresponding source problem is discussed in [30] and [18] . This mixed formulation is stable on Sobolev spaces of zero and first orders (cf. Lemma 28 below). As the stiffness is loosened, polynomials of low degree are enough for its discretization, and optimal accuracy can be expected. Therefore, it admits discretizations that are nested algebraically and topologically. Secondly, we construct a family of multi-level schemes for the mixed formulation of the eigenvalue problem. The multi-level algorithms for biharmonic eigenvalue problem possess optimal accuracy and optimal computational cost.
For the proposed algorithms, both theoretical analysis and numerical verification are given. We remark that, though the multi-level strategy is essentially the same as the one used by Lin-Xie [24, 32, 33, 40] , the theoretical analysis is not directly by the same virtue. Actually, if we separate the "primal variables" from "Lagrangian multipliers", we will find the skeleton bilinear form is not coercive on the primal variables nor on the Lagrangian multipliers. This makes the classical theory of the spectral approximation of the saddle-point problems (cf. [7, 32, 35] ) not directly usable in the present paper. A precise discussion can be found in Remark 31. Meanwhile, because of the saddle-point-type essence, the problem is also different from the Steklov eigenvalue problem discussed in [41] . We therefore construct different theory framework and interpret the eigenvalue problem in mixed formulation as the eigenvalue problem of a generalized symmetric operator rather than a self-adjoint one, and accomplish the theoretical analysis. The differences between our theory and the existing theory for elliptic or saddle point problems include: (1) we represent some existing results which are originally in variational formulation into operator formulation, and then present error estimation in that context; the operator formulation can bridge the gap between the biharmonic problem and the classical theory of spectral approximation, and can avoid complicated appearance especially for the mixed formulation; (2) we figure out some properties of generalized symmetric operators which are not necessarily self-adjoint; and (3) in our theory, we do not try to interpret the problem as a restrained problem on primal variables or one on Lagrangian multipliers, which is usually done for saddle-point problem; this makes the algorithm construction and theoretical analysis more straightforward.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the theory of spectral approximation of the generalized symmetric operators. Some existing results are restated and re-proved, and some new results are presented. In Section 3, we present a mixed formulation of the biharmonic eigenvalue problem, and construct its (single-level) discretization schemes. A multi-level algorithm is then constructed accordingly. Both the single-and multi-level algorithms are optimal in accuracy, and the multi-level one also possesses optimal computational cost. The theoretical proof is obtained under the framework discussed in Section 3. Numerical examples are then given in Section 4 with respect to both single-and multi-level methods. Finally, in Section 5, some concluding remarks and further discussion are given.
Spectral approximation of generalized symmetric compact operators
In this section, we present some known and new results, including -an estimate of spectral projection operator (Lemma 3); -an multi-level algorithm (Algorithm 1) and its convergence estimate (Theorem 7); -spectral approximation of generalized symmetric operator (Lemmas 15,16 and 19); -corresponding results in variational form (Lemma 23, Algorithm 2 and Theorem 25).
Some bibliographic comments are given around.
2.1. Preliminaries. In this subsection, we collect some preliminaries from Chapter II of [2] .
Let H be a Hilbert space, and T be a compact operator on H. Let µ be a nonzero eigenvalue of T with algebraic multiplicities m. Denote the eigenspace M(µ) := {u ∈ H : T u = µu}. Let Γ µ be a circle on the complex plane centered at µ which encloses no other points of σ(T ). Let {T h } 0<h 1 be a family of compact operators that converges to T in norm. Then for h sufficiently small, there exist m eigenvalues of T h , counting multiplicities, located inside Γ µ . Denote them by µ i,h , i = 1, · · · , m. A gap between two closed subspaces M and N of a Banach space X is defined bŷ
Let u i,h be the eigenvectors of T h with respect to
µ i,h . Denote M h (µ) := span{u i,h } i=1,...,m . Thenδ(M, N) = max(δ(M, N), δ(N, M)), with δ(M, N) = sup x∈M, x =1 dist(x, N). Lemma 1. ( [2, 27] ) If dim M = dim N < ∞, then δ(N, M) < δ(M, N)[1 − δ(M, N)] −1 .
Lemma 2. ( [2], Theorem 7.1.) There is a constant C independent of h, such that
for small h, where
denotes the restriction of T − T h to M(µ).
Define the projection operators with respect to µ by
Then range(E) = M(µ), and range(E h ) = M h (µ). We refer to [2] for more discussion. 
We write for short P h the projection onto G h , and T h := P h T . We assume T h → T in norm as h → 0. Corresponding to M(µ) and M h (µ), we have the lemma below.
Lemma 3.
There is a constant C µ , such that
Proof. Direct calculation leads to that
where it has been used that (T − T h )u = µ(I − P h )u, and (
This proves (2) . Further, note that
and we have
.
H are uniformly bounded for z ∈ Γ and h > 0, we obtain
The proof is completed.
Remark 4.
Inequality (2) is (3.16a) of [3] , while (3) is a generalisation of (3.16c) of [3] .
2.3.
A multi-level algorithm for eigenvalue problem with projection approximation. The algorithm is the same as the algorithms employed in [32, 33, 40] , but is rewritten with respect to a general context of operator. The error estimation is then reformed accordingly.
Algorithm 1. A multi-level algorithm for k eigenvalues of T .
Step 0: Construct a series of nested spaces
Step 1: For i = 1 : 1 : N, generate auxiliary spaces G i recursively.
Step Step 1.i.3: Set
Step 2: Define projection operators P N : H → G N , solve eigenvalue problem for its first k
P N Tũ =μũ. 
Stability Constant. Let {ϕ
denotes to what extent the vectors are nearly orthogonal. If
are orthogonal to each other, and if θ(ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n ) = 0, then
are linearly dependent.
be a unit vector, and V Φ be a closed subspace of H. Then
Here we define θ(ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n )
The proof is completed by the definition of θ(ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n ). 
, there exists {u
Therefore,
Namely,
Therefore, by Lemma 6,
Similarly, we can obtain that
The proof is completed by setting β 1 = 4mθ 
Remark 8. By Lemma 1, Lemma 2, it follows for G 0 big enough that
(13)δ(M(µ), M N (µ)) β 1 N l=0 [ N−1 j=l (β 2 T − T P j H )]δ(M(µ), G l ).
Remark 9. If T 0 is a good approximation of T , then |α

Definition 10. If for any u ∈ H, there is a unique v ∈ H, such that
We propose the hypothesis below for an operator S . Hypothesis HC. For any u ∈ H, a(S u, u) = 0 if and only if S u H = 0.
Lemma 12. Let S be a(·, ·)-symmetric and satisfy HC, then the eigenvalues of S are all real.
Proof. Let H, S , and a(·, ·) be complexified in the usual manner. Let λ 0 be an eigenvalue of S , and u be an eigenvector that belongs to λ. Then
Namely λ −λ = 0. This finishes the proof.
Lemma 13. Let S be a(·, ·)-symmetric and satisfy
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume µ 1 0, then
Since µ 1 µ 2 , it follows that a(u, v) = 0. This finishes the proof.
Lemma 14. Let S be a(·, ·)-symmetric and satisfy HC, then all µa(u, u) take the same sign, where u is an eigenvector of S that belongs to µ, a nonzero eigenvalue of S .
Proof. Let dim(M(µ)) = m, µ 0, then by Gram-Schmidt process, there exist m linearly independent eigenvectors
Now, without loss of generality, given u, v two eigenvectors of S belonging to µ and ν respec- 
Assume that T h converges to T in norm as
h → 0. Then (19) lim h→0 µ k,h = µ k , k = 1, 2, . . . .
Remark 17. The assumption that all a(w, w) take the same sign where w is any eigenvector of T that belongs to some nonzero eigenvalue is a mild one for elliptic problems, and, according to
Brezzi's theory, many types of saddle-point problems.
Spectral approximation by the aid of projection operator.
Lemma 18. Let P G be a projection on G ⊂ H. If both T and P G are a(·, ·)-symmetric on H, then
This completes the proof.
Let G := {G h } h>0 be a family of subspaces of H, and P h be the projection operators on G h . Assume that (20) inf
Lemma 19. Let T and P h be a(·, ·)-symmetric, and T h = P h T converges to T in norm. Let µ be a nonzero eigenvalue of T with algebraic multiplicity m and let µ h be an eigenvalue of T h that converge to µ. There is a constant C, such that for h sufficiently small, |µ−µ
By Lemma 3 and (20), we can prove
The proof is then completed by noting that, by (20) , Lemma 3 and (16), we have c sh v h
2.5. Variational formulation. Let H be a Hilbert space, and a(·, ·) and b(·, ·) be two bounded symmetric bilinear forms on H.
Hypothesis HIS. inf 
Remark 21. In general, T can not be symmetric with respect to the intrinsic inner product of H.
The lemma below is standard.
Lemma 22. If a(·, ·)
and G satisfy HIS and HISG, the two operators P i and T i are well defined. Evidently, T i = P i T . Besides,
Lemma 23. Provided the assumptions of Lemmas 15 and 16. Let the eigenvalues of T be listed in a sequence as, counting multiplicities,
(22) µ 1 µ 2 µ 3 µ 4 · · · 0.
For each T i , list its eigenvalues in a sequence as
(23) µ 1,i µ 2,i µ 3,i µ 4,i . . . . µ N i ,i 0. Provided P i u → u for u ∈ H, then (24) lim i→∞ µ k,i = µ k , k = 1, 2, . . . .
Multi-level algorithm in variational form.
Algorithm 2. An N-level algorithm for first k eigenvalues of T .
Step 1: For i = 1 : 1 : N, generate auxiliary space triples G i recursively.
Step 1.i.1: Solve the eigenvalue problem below for its first k eigenpairs (μ
Step 1.i.3: Set
Step 2: Solve eigenvalue problem for its first k eigenpairs (μ 
Therefore, there are two constants 0 < c
and further, with 0 < c
The proof is completed by the definition of θ(u 1,h , . . . , u m,h ).
Theorem 25.
There exist constants β 1 and β 2 dependent of µ, such that, with G 0 big enough,
Proof. Since G 0 ⊂ G j , (I − P 0 )(I − P j ) = I − P j , and T − T P j H = T (I − P 0 )(I − P j ) H H T − T P 0 H . The result then follows from Lemma 24 and Theorem 7.
Mixed method for the biharmonic eigenvalue problem
In this section, we present a mixed method for the biharmonic eigenvalue problem. We will first construct an equivalent mixed formulation of the eigenvalue problem (Theorem 27), and then consider its direct discretization (Theorem 36) and multi-level scheme (Theorem 39) within the framework presented in Section 2. The optimal complexity of the algorithm is also discussed. 
The variational form is to find (λ, u) ∈ R × H 2 0 (Ω), such that
By the property of elliptic operators, the problem (28) has an eigenvalue sequence λ j : 
Theorem 27. The eigenvalue problem (30) is equivalent to (28).
We postpone the proof of 27 after some technical results. First, equip V with the norm
, then V is a Hilbert space. Define on V a bilinear form
Lemma 28. Given F ∈ V ′ , there exists a unique (u, φ , p, w) ∈ V, such that
Moreover, 
The proof is completed by Brezzi's theory.
Remark 29. The inf-sup condition follows immediately.
(34) inf
(Ω), and a unique (ũ,φ ,p,w) ∈ V, such that a((ũ,φ ,p,w), (s, ψ , q, v)) = ( f, v) for ∀ (s, ψ , q, v) ∈ V, and moreover,ũ = u. Now let (λ, u) be an eigenpair of (28), then there is
, and moreover u = u. On the other hand, let (λ,ũ,φ ,p,w) be an eigenpair of (30), then there is a unique u ∈
(Ω). It follows further that u =ũ. The proof is completed.
In the sequel, we focus ourselves on (30) . Define on V
Both a(·, ·) and b(·, ·) are symmetric. Then (30) is rewritten to: find (u, φ , p, w) ∈ V, such that
Associated with a(·, ·) and b(·, ·), we define an operator T by
Lemma 30. The operator T is well defined from V to V, a(·, ·)-symmetric, and compact.
Proof. The well-posedness of T follows directly from that a(·, ·) induces an isomorphism between V and its dual, and b(·, ·) is continuous on V. As both a(·, ·) and b(·, ·) are symmetric, T is a(·, ·)-symmetric. Now, let {(u j , φ j , p j , w j )} be a bounded sequence in V, then there is subsequence
is a Cauchy sequence in V, which, further, has a limit therein. This finishes the proof.
The eigenvalue problem (30) is equivalent to finding 0 µ ∈ R and (u, φ , p, w) ∈ V, such that
and u is the eigenpair we are seeking for. [32] , [35] or [7] , not directly work for (30) . This way, some generalized theory has to be developed. 
Remark 31. The formulation (30) is a saddle-point problem, while the variables p and w can be viewed as two Lagrangian multipliers. However, we note that the right hand side b(·, ·) is not coercive on the space of the primal variables (u and φ ) nor on the space of the Lagrangian variables. This makes the classical theory for saddle-point problems, such as discussions in
For the well-posedness of the discretized problem, we propose the assumption below. Assumption AIS. The discrete inf-sup condition holds uniformly that (39) inf 
Remark 32. In two dimensional, rot is the perpendicular of ∇. Considering the homogeneous boundary condition imposed on H
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Lemma 28.
The projection operator P h : V → V h is defined associated with a(·, ·) by
By Lemma 22, we have the optimal approximation below.
Lemma 34. Given assumption AIS, P h is well defined. There exists a constant C, such that
List the eigenvalues of T as
By Lemma 16, the eigenvalues of T := P h T can be listed as
where N h is the dimension of V h . If V h provides approximation of V, namely (I − P h ) tends to zero as h → 0 pointwise, then lim h→0
Let µ be a nonzero eigenvalue of T with multiplicity m. Denote
Assume h is sufficiently small, and µ (1),h , µ (2),h , . . . , µ (m),h be the discrete eigenvalues to approximate µ, and (u, φ , p, w) (i),h be the corresponding eigenfunctions. Denote
By Lemma 34 and Lemma 2, we have the estimate below.
Lemma 35.
There exists a constant C µ , uniform for h sufficiently small, such that
Note that M(µ) and M h (µ) coincides with the continuous and discretized spaces M(µ −1 ) and (30) and (38), respectively. We thus have the result below by Lemma 19.
Theorem 36. Let λ be the k-th eigenvalue of (30) (thus (28)), with M(λ) being its invariant subspace; let
be the k-th eigenpair of (38) . Then λ h → λ as h → 0. Further, for h sufficiently small,
Moreover, there exists a u ∈ H 2 0 (Ω) being an eigenvector of (28) belonging to λ, such that to be the space of piecewise constants. We denote this choice by reduced Lagrangian type triple P 2 ∼ P 2 ∼ P 0 .
Lemma 37. Let V h be constructed by the Lagrangian type triple
P k ∼ P k ∼ P k−1 , then if M(λ) ⊂ (H k+1 (Ω) × H k+1 (Ω) × H k (Ω) × H k+1 (Ω)) ∩ V, δ(M(µ), M h (µ)) C(M(µ))h k , k = 2, 3, . . . .
Let V h be constructed by the Lagrangian type triple P
2 ∼ P 2 ∼ P 0 , then if M(λ) ⊂ (H 2 (Ω) × H 2 (Ω) × H 1 (Ω) × H 2 (Ω)) ∩ V,δ (M(µ), M h (µ)) C(M(µ))h.
3.4.
Multi-level scheme with Lagrange type elements. To implement the multi-level algorithm, we construct the multi-level auxiliary spaces on multi-level grids. Let T h i , i = 0, 1, . . . , N, be a series of nested grids on Ω. Particularly, we set h i ≈ κ i h 0 . The spaces V h i are constructed thereon.
Lemma 38. Let M N (µ) be the approximation invariant subspace of M(µ) generated by Algorithm 2. If there is a constant C, such that for h sufficiently small
Proof. By Theorem 25,
Note that in the current context,
By dual argument, if T h 0 is sufficiently fine, such that
The proof is finished.
The theorem below follows immediately.
Theorem 39. Let λ be the k-th eigenvalue of (30) (thus (28)), with M(λ) being its invariant sub-
be the k-th eigenpair of (38) generated by the Algorithm 2. Provided the assumptions in Lemma 38, then, for T h 0 sufficiently fine,
and there exists a u ∈ H 2 0 (Ω) being an eigenvector of (28) belonging to λ, such that
Corollary 40. Let M N (µ) be the approximation of M(µ) generated by the Algorithm 2. (1) In case V h is constructed by the Lagrangian type triple
P k ∼ P k ∼ P k−1 , if M(λ) ⊂ (H k+1 (Ω) × H k+1 (Ω) × H k (Ω) × H k+1 (Ω)) ∩ V, then for T h0 fine enough, δ(M(µ), V h ) C ′ h k .
(2) In case V h is constructed by the reduced Lagrangian type triple P
Namely, an O(h 2k ) convergence rate can be expected on eigenvalue for the multi-level algorithm implemented with P k ∼ P k ∼ P k−1 triple, and an O(h 2 ) rate for eigenvalue with P 2 ∼ P 2 ∼ P 0 triple. For eigenfunctions, the order can be the half of that for eigenvalues.
Remark 41. In every step of the multi-level algorithm, we only have to solve a source problem to the accuracy of δ(M(µ), V h i ), which is enough to guarantee the final accuracy of the multi-level algorithm.
3.5. Implement issue and optimal complexity. The cost of the algorithm comes via two sources.
To solve an eigenvalue problem on V h i for N + 1 times, and to solve a source problem on V h i every step. Particularly, in each step of the multi-level algorithm, we have to solve a source problem:
The entire system can be decomposed to three subsystems and solved sequentially. Namely,
The three subsystems can be solved approximately within the cost O(h −2 ) to guarantee the ac-
Meanwhile, the eigenvalue problem on V hi can be solved with the cost 3 (by QR algorithm). Therefore, the total cost of the algorithm is
When we focus on the first several other than all eigenvalues, we can use algorithms rather than QR algorithm which costs less. When h 0 ≫ h N , the total cost can be O(h −2 N ). The cost is optimal versus the intrinsic computational accuracy of the scheme for expected eigenvalues.
Numerical experiments
In this section, we test the proposed mixed element scheme for eigenvalue problem (28) We run series of numerical experiments on the these two domains, and test the accuracies of both the single-level and multi-level finite element schemes. Two kinds of finite element triples of lowest degree are tested, they are triple A: the reduced Lagrangian type triples P 2 ∼ P 2 ∼ P 0 ; triple B: the Lagrangian type triples P 2 ∼ P 2 ∼ P 1 .
On each domain, we construct a series of nested grids {T h i } 5 i=0 and construct finite element triples H
h i 0 thereon with some specific finite elements. Particularly, we will set the grid sizes
i . On each series of meshes, we will run the single-level and multi-level algorithms, to generate two series of approximated eigenvalues {λ h i } and {λ h i }, and two series of approximated
The convergence order is computed by From all these numerical results, we observe 1) both the schemes provide convergent discretization to the eigenvalue problem; their accuracy may depend on the regularity of the eigenfunctions, and essentially the domain; 2) the multi-level algorithm construct the same performance as the single-level scheme, but less computation cost if both of them use the finest mesh; 3) for triple A, the convergence rate of eigenfunction is higher than the estimation; and 4) for both singleand multi-level methods, the computed eigenvalues can provide upper or lower bounds for the eigenvalues by different triples on convex domain.
4.1.
On the accuracy of single-level finite element schemes. Figure 2 gives the convergence rates of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for the square with finite element triple A, we give the errors for the first six eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, all the rates are almost 2, here we obtain the lower bound of the eigenvalues, the errors are given by λ h 5 − λ h k , k = 1, 2, 3, 4, the convergence rates of the eigenfunctions are better than the theoretical result, the errors are given by ||u h 5 − u h k || H 1 , k = 1, 2, 3, 4. Figure 3 gives the convergence rates of the the first six eigenvalues and eigenfuctions for the square with finite element triple B, all the convergence rates of eigenvalues are almost 4, here we obtain the upper bound of the eigenvalues, the errors are given by λ h k − λ h 5 , k = 1, 2, 3, 4. All the convergence rates of eigefunctions are almost 2 which is consistent with the theoretical result. Figure 4 gives the convergence rates of the first six eigenvalues and eigenfuctions for the L-shape domain with finite element triple A, all the convergence rates of the eigenvalues are almost 2, here we obtain the lower bound of the eigenvalues, the errors are given by λ h 5 − λ h k , k = 1, 2, 3, 4. The convergence rates of the eigenfunctions are almost 2 which is better than the theoretical result. Table 1 gives the convergence rates of the the first six eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for the L-shape domain with finite element triple B, the change of the eigenvalues is not monotone.
Experiments on convex domain.
Experiments on nonconvex domain.
4.2.
On the accuracy of multi-level finite element schemes. Figure 5 gives the convergence rates of the first six eigenvalues and eigenfuctions for the square with finite element triple A by the multi-level scheme, the multi-level method has almost the same convergence rates as the single-level one, all the convergence rates are almost 2, here we also obtain the lower bound of the eigenvalues as in the single-level scheme, the errors are given byλ h 5 −λ h k , k = 1, 2, 3, 4. Figure 6 gives the results with finite element triple B, all the convergence rates for the eigenvalues are almost 4 which is the same as single-level method and we also get the upper bound, all the convergence rates for the eigenfunctions are almost 2. Figure 7 gives the convergence rates of the first six eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for the L-shape domain with finite element triple A by multi-level scheme, analogous to single-level method, all the convergence rates are almost 2 and the lower bound is obtained, which is similar to Figure 4 . Table 2 gives the convergence rates of the the first six eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for the L-shape domain with finite element triple B by multi-level scheme, the change of the eigenvalues is still not monotone.
Experiments on convex domain.
Experiments on nonconvex domain.
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we construct a multi-level mixed scheme for the biharmonic eigenvalue problem. The algorithm possesses both optimal accuracy and optimal computational cost. We remark that, the mixed formulation given in the present paper is equivalent to the primal one; namely, at continuous level, no spurious eigenvalue is brought in. By the mixed formulation presented in this paper, the biharmonic eigenvalue problem can be discretized with low-degree Lagrangian finite elements. Discretized Poisson equation and Stokes problems also play roles in the implementation of the multi-level algorithm, which can reduce much the computational work. Both theoretical analysis and numerical verification are given.
For the theoretical analysis, we reinterpret the mixed formulation as an eigenvalue problem of a generalized symmetric operator T on an augmented space V. This view of point may take hint to the research on other topics of these saddle-point problems; these will be discussed in future. Aiming at the multi-level algorithm, in this paper, we only discuss the conforming cases that V h ⊂ V. The nonconforming cases that V h V can also be used as a single-level algorithm lonely. Also, the utilization to biharmonic equation with other boundary condition and eigenvalue problems with other types can be expected.
It is observed that both the single-and multi-level algorithms tend to be able to provide upper or lower bounds of the eigenvalues, at least when the domain is convex. The theoretical verification and further utilization of this phenomena will be meaningful. Actually, the computation of the guaranteed bounds with the mixed formulation is not that trivial, as the operator associated is not adjoint in the Hilbert space. Some new techniques may have to be turned to for the theoretical analysis. Also, once we can get the guaranteed bounds, the multi-level algorithms can be improved in both its design and performance. The guaranteed computation of the upper and lower bounds will be discussed in future works. Because the mixed formulation admits nested discretization, the combination and interaction between the multi-level algorithm and the adaptive algorithm seem expected. This will also be discussed in future.
